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Short project Description

Controlling microbial communities may have enormous bene2ts for human health, 

bioremediation, land use or biofuel production. It is recognized that some important 

challenges could be addressed with a rational management of complex natural 

communities. This has motivated a surge in the interest for the mathematical 

modelling of microbial communities, following di8erent approaches. The development 

of models using ODEs in which both species and metabolites are monitored throughout

the dynamics have been the focus of intense researche. However, models di8er in 

their assumptions, and the consequences of these assumptions are often ignored. In 

this project, the student will study di8erent  models to understand how di8erent  

assumptions lead to di8erent results. We are particularly interested in understanding 

how these assumptions may inOuence the relative role of competitive vs. mutualistic 

interactions in the stable coexistence of model ecosystems. This is an intriguing 

question, given the vast biodiversity observed in natural microbial communities. The 

student will follow a strategy we exploited in the past for macroscopic organisms, 

where we found remarkable results explaining the architecture of biodiversity (see e.g.

[1, 2]). The project can also follow di8erent avenues to explore how these models can 

be expanded to study speci2c questions, such as antibiotic resistance or pathogenesis.
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Scope: Master Project. Fair programming skills are required, and being comfortable 

with the analysis of di8erential equations is desiderable.


